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Communicated hy Abc Kandel 

A liS I'I(A(''I' 

Classification of cerlain linearly nonseparable pallcrn classes with noncom'cx Lleci· 
~IOt1 rcsi\ln~ is II prohlem thai cannot be efficiently handled by the Bayes' dassifier for 
norlllal lll~lrihutiun~  ur other mclrh;·l1l1llCd ml:thull~, An 1I1lcmpi i~ madc here to 
demonstrate the ability of fuzzy versions of Kohoncn's nct and the mullllaycr pc:rccp
Iron for classification of such patterns. In these models, the uneertaintie,s involved in 
the inpul description and output decision have been laken care of by the concept of 
fuzzy !>CIS whereas the neural net theory helps to generate the required concave and/or 
tlisconncetcll lIccision regions, Superiority of these fuzzy models (over the respective 
conventional versions. the Daycs' classifier and seven other existing ncur;)l algorithms) 
has heen adequately established when they arc implemented (' different :.ct~  of linearly 
nonseparable pattern classes. The effect of fuuification at the input has been investi
gated for hoth models. The contribution of the a priori probabilities of the pauern 
classes in the hack-propagation procedure for weight updating has also been studied. 

J, INTRODUCfION 

Artificial neural networks [1]-[3] are massively parallel interconnections 
of simple neurons that function as a collective system. An advantage of 
ncural nets lies in their high computation rates provided by massive 
parallelism, so that real·time processing of huge data sets becomes feasible 
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with proper hmdware. Information is encoded among the various connec
tion weights in a distributed manner. 

The utility of fuzzy sets [4J-[8} lies in their capability, to a reasonable 
extent. to model uncertain or amhiguous data so often encountered in real 
life. Besides. human reasoning is somewhat fuzzy in nature. Hence, to 
enable a system ((l tackle ambiguous (ill-defined) data in an effective 
manner. one mlly incorporate the concept of fuzzy sets into the neural 
network. 

There have hcen several attempts recently [9}-[12} to make a fusion of 
fuzzy logic and neural networks for better performance in decisionmaking 
systems. The conccpt of fuzzy sets takes carc of the uncertainties involved 
in the input description and also in the output decision whereas the neural 
net model helps to generate the appropriate class boundaries (which may 
he disC0nnccted :lnd concave). The development of fuzzy versions of 
Koh ()ncn \; ~t'lf-()rgaJl izing nctwo rk [13] and the multilayer perccptron 
(MLP) [14] fN pattcrn recognition recently has been reported. Their 
suitahility f()r classification of speech p<ltterns has also heen demonstrated. 

During self-organization. the input vector of the fuzzy extension to 
Kohonen's model [13] includes some contextual information (with lower 
weightagcl reg,lf(ling the class memhership of the pattern (in addition to 
the input feature information). This may, therefore. be termed a partially 
supeni,cd fuzzy classifier. The training samples arc presented to the 
network in cycles until the output space is ordered. as measured hy an 
i"dex of di'ori/cr. Next the neurons in the output space arc ca/ihrared 
(J <lhe Jed) r:., LJ\ing on Iy the class in format ion parts of these input vectors. 
The self-organization <Inu calihralion together constitute the training phase 
f0r the fuzzy model. 

The funY multilayer perceptron (MLP) [14]. on the other hand, func
tions ;lC; a (I ill,· '/lpcnuct! classifier. In the learning phase the training 
~;Impll"\  .Ire prL'SL'1l1Cd . I the network in c)'cks until it finally converges to 
a min lmum error solution. A heuri .. tic for gradually decreasing the learn
ing ratc ;lnd momentum i..; used to help prevent oscillations of the mean 
..quare error in the process of convergence. 

Both propoc;cd fuzzy neural models fUJ, [14] arc capable of handling 
input features in quantit<ltive and/or linguistic form and can take care of 
uncert:.linty and/or impreciseness. to a reasonahle extent, in the input 
"pecifications ;\<. \\'ell as in the output decision. The components of the 
input vector consisl of the mcmhership values to the overlapping partitions 
of linguistic propcrtie<' !Oll'. mf'di/ill/, and high corresponding to each input 
fe<tture. Therehy ,Ill ,,-dimension;l1 feature space is decomposed into J~  

0vcrl;lrring 'uhrq~i()l1\  corresponding to the three rrim;lT')' properties [15]. 
Thi" en~lhk,  lh L model" In ulili7C more local information of the fC<lture 
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space and is found to be more suitable in handling linearly nonseparable 
pattern classes having nonconvex decision regions. Output is provided in 
terms of membership functions. One also can obtain hard decisions (as a 
special case). 

In this work we concentrate on the problem of handling pattern classes 
that have concave and disconnected decision regions. Such patterns cannot 
be properly classified by the parametric Bayesian method for normal 
distributions or other metric-based algorithms. Three sets of such linearly 
nonseparable pattern classes (artificially generated) are depicted in Fig
ures 1-3. There are two pattern classes (l and 2) in each case. The region 
of no pattern points is modeled as the class none (no class). In two cases, 
the decision region of class 2 is disjoint and its a priori probability is much 
lower as compared to that of the other classes. It is to be noted that the 
Gaussian classifier makes strong assumptions concerning underlying distri
butions and is more appropriate when the class distributions are known 
and match the Gaussian assumptions [1}. Nonparametric classifiers gener
ally construct a measure of performance over the training set and adjust 
the variables of the classifier to optimize this measure (16). Neural net
works belong to this category of classifiers and possess the ability to also 
perform nonlinear classification involving nonconvex and disjoint decision 
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regions. It may be mentioned in this connection that the non parametric 
single layer perceptrons are incapable of classifying linearly nonseparable 
patterns [17]. 

In this paper, an attempt is made to demonstrate the anility of the fuzzy 
versions of Kohonen's self-organizing network (13) and the multilayer 
perceptron [14] for classification of the aforesaid linearly nonseparable 
patterns. The effect of fuzzification at the input has been investigated for 
both models. Their performance is adequately compared with those of the 
Bayes' classifier, the nonfuzzy versions of the two neural models, other 
existing neural algorithms of Rumelhart and McClelland [2], McClelland 
(rcported in [18)). Franzini [18], Chan and Fallside [19], Tollcnaere (20), 
Silverman [21], and networks using second-order weight correction [2]. The 
contribution of the a priori probabilities of the pattern classes in the error 
derivative of the hack-propagation procedure for weight updating has also 
heen studied. 

2. KOHONEN'S SELF-ORGANIZING NEURAL MODEL 

Let us consider the self-organizing Kohonen network [3J. Let M input 
signals be simultaneously incident on each of an N X N array of neurons. 
The output of thc ith neuron is defined as 

TJ,(f) =u[lm,(/)}T x(t)+ L WkfTJk(t-M)]. ( I) 
keS, 

where x is the M-dimensional input vector incident on the neuron along 
the connection weight vector m k belongs to the subset 5, of neurons 

" having intcrconnections with the ith neuron, w k , denotes the fixed feed
back coupling between the kth and ilM neurons, u[·) is a suitable sig
moidal output function, ( denotes a discrete time index, and T stands for 
the transpose. 

If the best match between vectors m i and x occurs at neuron c, then we 
have 

IIx - mcll = min IIx - mill, i=O.I. ... ,N 2 • ( 2) 

II!: l'II'" nr .\<'1 ( In the F, .F: pl.lnc	 where 11·11 indicates the Euclidean nonn. 
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The wei 6ht updating is given hy [3] as 

m,(r+ I) = (m,(/)+a(r)'(X(/) -m,(r)), for iENc ' (3) 
m , ( I), otherwise, 

where (l'(r) is il rosltlve constant that decays with time and N defines a c 
topolog.ical neighborhood around the maximally responding neuron c, such 
that it also decrc,lscs with time. After a numher of sweeps through the 
training data during self-organization, with weight updating at each itera
tion ohcying Eq. (1). the asymptotic values of m i cause the output space to 
attain proper topological ordering. 

3. KOHONEN'S NET AS A FUZZY CLASSIFIER 

In this section we describe. in brief, a fuzzy version of Kohonen's model 
(reported in (13]) th<lt is capable of representing input in linguistic and/or 
quantitiltive form and providing output decision in terms of membership 
v;llues. We consider a single-layer two-dimensional rectangular array of 
ncuron~  \\jlll ~h(lr{-range  bteral feedhack interconnections between neigh
boring units. In the first stage a set of training data is used by the network 
to initially self-organize the connection weights and finally calibrale the 
output space. After a numher of sweeps through the training set, the 
output SP<lCC hecomes appropriately ordered. An index of disorder is 
computed to evalu<ltc a measure of this ordering. The network is now 
suppo~ed 10 encode the input space information among its connection 
wcight~.  

A. THC {SPUT I "lTTOR 

The input to the proposed neural network model consists of two 
portions. In 'lddition 10 the input feature representation in linguistic form, 
there is some contextual information regarding the fuzzy class membership 
of ellch pCltlern (used as training data) during self-organization of the 
networ~.  

J. (C(lfllr(' 111 (on II (/ri( 
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F (in quantitative and/or linguistic fonn) can be expressed in tenns of 
J

membership values indicating a measure of belongingness to each of the 
linguistic properties low, medium, and high [15]. Therefore, an n-dimen
sional pattern Xi = F, = [Fd , Fi2 , ... , Fill] may be represented as a 3n-dimen
sional vector 

Xi = [ I-t/ o "·( r,o)( X,), }.tmt,/ium( F
II 

)( XI)' }.th,gh( F,J X,), ... , }.thi~h( F,.I( X,)], (4) 

where the J-L value indicates the membership of X to the corresponding 
linguistic set along each feature axis. 

It is to be noted here than an n-dimensional feature space is decom
posed into 311 overlapping subregions corresponding to the three primary 
properties [lS}. This enables the model to utilize more local information of 
the feature space and it seems to be more effective in handling the linearly 
nonseparable pattern classes (shown in Figures 1-3) that have nonconvex 
decision regions, 

For numeric feature value 0 (along the jth axis), the 1T function (in the 
one-dimensional form) lying in the range [0,1] is given as 

2
2(1-IF

J 
-cI/A) , for A/2 ~IFi  -ck A, 

7T ( ~ ; c, A) = 1_ 2( IF _ CIIA) 2
, for 0 ~ IFj - cl ~ A/2, 

(5) 
j{ 

0, otherwise, 

where A> 0 is the radius of the 1T function with c as the central point at 
which 1T(C; c, A) = I. The values of the As and cs for each of the three 
linguistic properties low, medium, and high are given by Eqs. (7)-(9). 

When the input feature ~  is linguistic, its membership values for the 1T 

sets low, medium, and high in Eq. (4) may be quantified as 

== {0.95 0.6 0.02}Iow L' M' H ' 

0.7 0.95 0.7} (6)medium= { L'M' H ' 

. _ {0.02 0.6 0.95}
hIgh = --y-, M' H . 

leI X={Xt.X:- .... X,l he Cl set of L p<lt!ern points in an n-dimen Let ~m" and ~m,"  denote the upper and lower bounds of the dynamic 
siona] fC(llure "P(lcc. In thc moue] under consideration. eClch input feature range of feature F; in all L pattern points, considering numen<Al values 
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·only. Then for the three linguistic property sets we define 

1 
A . =-(F -F )
m~dluml/'l)  21m., Jmln 

(' ""'.('ltlll1',) ==- ~""'" + ~mc·~/n.,,,~,,,,}  I ( 7) 

A = 
J (C - F )/I},-,(f,) flJplJ,.urI mrd,unreJ-j) Ifr",. 

C'''klf , ,= C",,-,1"''''1'''), - 0.5 * A/".-Cf'), (8) 

I 
AI,,~h' r,) = [dCI/OIII (~m.,  - C",r'ilum(f,,) 

(' h"hl f ,) = CmrJ",,"( F,1+ 0.5 * Ah'/lh(f ,)' ( 9) 

where 0.5 ~jil('J/nm "i; I,ll is ;j parameter that controls the extent of over
lapping. 

., ClaH /Jlji Jmrmi(1Il in Contextual FornI 

In many Tcal-life problems. the data arc generally ill-defined with 
overlapping or fuzzy class boundaries. Each pattern used in training may 
possess fin itc hcJongingness to morc than one class. To model such data, it 
often becomes necessary to incorporate some contextual information re
garding cJa:-.s mcmbe rsh ip as part of the input vector [13]. However, during 
,elf-organiz:lt ion this part of the input vector is Clssigncd a lower wcightage 
:-.0 that the linguistic feature properties dominate in determining the 
ordering of the output space. During calibration we use the contextual 
class membership information part of the input vector only for determin
Ing the hard laoeling of the output space. 

The pattern X, is considered to he a concatenation of the linguistic 
rropenics in Eq. (4) and the contextual infonnation regarding class 
(N:mber:-.hip_ Let the input vector he expressed as 

x=[x'.x,,}r = [x'.(l)' + [O.x"]', ( J0) 

"'here x' wnLlin .. the linguistic information in the In-dimcnsional space of 
Lq. (4) and x" COWTS the cia,s mcmhcrship information in an i-dimen
sional space ((lr an I-class pronlem domain. So the input vector x lies in a 

FUZZY VERSIONS OF KOHONEN'S NET AND MLP 

On + I)-dimensional space. Both x' and x~  are expressed as membership 
values, 

The membership of the ith pallern to class Ck is defined as 

1
X ( 11)

J.Ld ,) = 1+ (z,dFJ)f, , 

where Z,4 is the weighted distance between the ith pattern and the kth 
class, 0 ~ J.Lk(X,) to;; 1 and the positive constants Fd and Ft are the denomi
national and exponential fuzzy generators that control the amount of 
fuzziness in this class-membership set. 

In this connection, note that the particular problem of modeling the 
decision surfaces for classifying the linearly nonseparable patterns of 
Figures 1-3 might also be eased by incorporating the contextual class 
information in the input vector. However. in such l:ases, Z,4 of Eq. (1 J) 
mClY be set to 0 for a particular class and' to infinity for the remaining 
classes, so that I-tk(X,) = (O,n. 

For the ith input pattern we define 

x"=s*[ J.L1(X')' .... J.LI(X,)]T, (12) 

where 0 < s ~ 1 is the scaling factor. To ensure that the norm of the 
linguistic part x' predominates over that of the class membership part ;t" 

in Eq. (10) during self-organization, we choose s < 0.5. 

3. Modification of lnplll dun'ng Calibration 

During calibration of the output space the input vector chosen is 
x = (0. x"], where 1II( is given by Eq. (2). such that 

if q=k,
J.L (X,) = { 1. ( 13) q 0, otherwise. 

for k E (1, ... ,I} and s = I, The N 2 neuron outputs TJ, arc calibratcd w.r." 
the I cla~<;es. Here the class information of the training patterns is given 
full weightage while the input feature information is suppressed. The 
primary objective of this stage is to label each neuron by the partition for 
which it elicits the maximum response. The resulting hard (labeled) 
pilTlitioning of the output space may be used 10 qualitatively dSSCSS the 
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:	 topological ordering of the pattern classes W.r.l. the input feature space. 
We al~  generale a [liZZY partitioning of the output space. 

R. TilE AU;OH.ITf/M 

Consider ;10 N x N array of neurons such that the output of the ith 
neuron is given hy Eq. (I), with the subset Si of neurons being defined as 
its r-neighhorhood N" where 0 ~ r;;:; 3. We use 

n, for r = I, 
n 

h' l /= -"'), forr=2,	 ( 14){ 
0, otherwIse. 

Here b is the mutual inlcraction weight for the lateral coupling W ,.
k 

I. W~ighl  Updarilll' 

Initially thc componcnts of the mrS are sct to small random values lying 
in the range [0.0.5]. Let the Oesl match between vectors m i and x, selected 
using Eq. (n occur at neuron c. Using Eq. (3), the weight updating 
expres....ion mav he stated as 

m,(I+ I) ~  (m/(I)+Jr".(X(f)-m/(/». for iEN,. r=0.1 .... ,3. 
m,( I).	 ()(hcrwi~c. 

( 15) 

where N, c.k ...crihes a r-neighborhood around neuron c such that r 
decrea<>cs with time. Here the gain faclor 11" is considered to be bell-shaped 
like the TT function. such that Ih) is thc largest when i = c and gradually 
decreases to LeTa with increasing disl<.Jnce from c. Besides, Ihol also decays 
with time.
 

We define
 

(I-T*f)·a' 
( 16)"II = -( 1+ (lit Icdcnom)~r'  
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where nl is the number of sweeps already made through the entire set of 
training samples at any point of time, cdenom is a positive constant 
suitably chosen and 0 <I, cr' < 1. The decay of Ih,,1 with time is controlled 
by nt. The slowly decreasing radius of the bell-shaped function h{/ and the 
correspOnding change in Ih(il are controlled by the parameters rand f. 
Due to the process of self-organization, the randomly chosen initial m/s 
gradually attain new values according to Eqs. (2) and (15) such that the 
outpUI space acquires appropriate topological ordering. 

2. Index of Disorder 

An index of disorder D may be defined to prov.dc a measure of this 
ordering. Let msd denote the mean square distance between the input 
vector and the weight vectors in the ,-neighborhood of neuron c. We 
define 

msd=. I . L [t((I~I.Lllx-m.112).(l-r.f))], (17) 
XelrQ(nS~1  ,·0 ' J eN, 

where lirainsell refers to the number of input partem veclors in the 
training set. This definition ensures that neurons nearer c (smaller r) 
contribute more to msd than those farther away. Also 

I 
4 • O~r,,3,  for nCfl( = I, 

0", r,..; 2, for ncnl = 2. (IS)
[= t· 

( , 0,..;,,..; 1. otherwise.~ 

Here IN,1 denotes the number of neurons in the r-neighborhood of neuron 
c such that INd"S, IN21" 16, and IN)I~24  depending upon the position 
of c in the two-dimensional array. Note that No implies the neuron c 
itself. 

The expression for the index of disorder is given as 

D = msd( nl- kn) - msd( n/),	 (19) 

where msd(nl) denotes the mean square distance by Eq. (17) at the end of 
the nt th sweep through the training set and kn is a suit::lhlc positive 
integer. Further, D is sampled at intervals of kn sweeps. Initially ncnl is 
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~et  tn I. Then 

lIenr = {/lent + I, if D < 8. 
(20)neW. otherwise. 

whe rc () < [, ,,;; O.O() 1. The proccss is lerm ina ted when nent> 3, so that 
always r';J: I ill Eq. (I ~n.  For good self-organization. the value of msd and, 
the rcfnre. /) ~holl  Itl gradulIlly dccre<1sc. It is to he noted that rand f of 
Eqs. (I)) ;lIld (16). that control 11r.,l. ohey Eq. OR). The parameter !lent of 
Eq. COl uepending on D of Eq. (19), controls rand! of Eq. (18). 

I'llniliollillg till/ill!!. Co/ihmlio/l 

DlIrin!..: c;dihr<llilm the input vector x=[O.x"] of Eq. (10) is applied 10 

the nClIr;d nL·lwnrk. Let the (i l)~  th neuron generate the highest output 'Yfr. 
for cl<lsS C,. We define a memhership v<1lue for the output of neuron i 
when c;dihr;\ted fllr cla~s C~ simply as 

7'7j I . "'lP" T),) = - . for I = l." " N' and k = I .... , I, (21 ) 
T)r, 

such Ih;lt 0,,:; It~('YfI)';;; 1 anu J-Lk('Yf,l= I for i =(il)k' 
Ench neuron i may he marked by the output class Ck , among all I 

classes. that elicits the maximal response Ti" This generates a hard 
partitioning of the outrut ~pilCC.  On the other hand. each neuron i has a 
finite helunF-inF- or output memhership J-Lk(T),) to cbss Ck hy Eq. (21). We 
may generate Cli~/)  buumlarics for the fuzzy partitioning of Ihe output 
~r<l('e  h\ cull,iderin~  for c;Ich of the I classes the alplta-cur set UI J-Lk (TI,) > 
n-'}. () < a' < I. where a' i" ,\ suitahly chosen value. An ordered map of the 
()\ItPlIt "PiKC indic;\IL'S !!oot! sclf-(1rg;mi/;1tion ,Inc! hence gmuping of the 
pattern~  <It'eorJinp tn simil'lrity. 

4. 7(,'ling 1'1101(' 

After self-t1fg<ll1ization. the rr(1po~ed  model encodes all input d<1ta 
information. along 'With the corresronding contextual class memhcrship 
\';lIucs, di<;lrihuted ill1long il~ connection weights. During calihration, the 
neuron~  arc laheled hy the rilttern classes and the corresponding memher
~hip  \";llues ;I!<;o ,Ire ;"signed. Thi~  is the desired fuzzy classifier. In the 
final q<l~e.  a ~eraratc set of test p<ltterns is supplied as input to the neural 
net\\'()rk model ilnd its rerformilncc is evaluated. 

ruzzy VERSIONS OF KOHONEN'S NET AND MLP 

During this phase the input test vector" = [x', ojT, consisting of only the 
linguistic information in the 3n-dimensional space defined by Eq, (4), is 
appl ied to the network. Let the pith and p 2th neurons generate the 
highest and seco~d  highest outputs Tlr. and 7]", respectively. for test 
pattern p. We defIne 

P-k,( 'YflrJ = J-Lkl( 'Yfpl)' 

(22)
1 . 

J-Lk l ( 'Yf'pJ = 'Yff, J-Lu( TIp 2 ) * 'Yf'r' 

and k I =k 1, k 2 =k 2, if P-k Ihlp I ) ~ (l / Tlf) J-Lk 2( Tlp2) * 'Yf'p' Otherwise, 

1 
J-Ld 'Yffp~) = TIl, I-ik2( 1'/1'2) * 'Yf'r' 

(23) 

J-Lk!( T),.J = J.t.k ,( TIp I ), 

such that k I = k 2 and k 2 = k I. Here k 1 and k 2 refer to the output classes 
<hard partitions) CkJ and Ck2 that elicited maximal strength responses at 
the pIth and p 2th neurons, respectively, during calibration. On the other 
hand, C

k
, and C

k 
are dependent both on the actual output responses 

during testing and the membership values evaluated during calibration 
w.r.l. classes C and Cu' The membership values on the right-hand side 

kl 

of Eqs. (22) and (23) are defined as 

T1(pl)l1 (24)
J-Lkl( TlpJ) = ~ 

from Eq. (20, where 'Yf/ and 1J(pl)1l are obtained during calibration for 
class C • Hence pattern 

ll 

p may be classified as belonging to class Cl , with
kl 

membership J-Lk ('Yff ) lying in the interval [0, 1], using the first choice and 
to class Ck with membership I-ik ('Yf, ) using the second choice. It is to be 

, 2 P.'" 

noted that classes C
k 

and Ck are detennined from classes Ckl and Cu 
I 1 

by Eqs. (22) and (23). 

4. MULTILAYER PERCEPTRON 

Let us next consider the MLP 12l network, After a lowermost input 
layer there are usually nay number of intermediate or hidden layers 
followed by an output layer at the top. There exist no interconnections 
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within a layer whereas all neurons in a layer are fully connected to 
neuron~ in adjacent layers. The total input x;' + I received by neuron j in 
laye r h + I is defined as 

X
Il

' 
I

"" "\'/'w" - (J'" I
J I..., ~,  I' ) (25), 

where y/' is the state of the ith neuron in the preceding hth layer, wl7 is 
the weight of the connection from the ith neuron in layer h to the jth 
neuron in layer h + I and 8/'''' I is the threshold of the jth neuron in layer 
h + 1. Threshold 8/" I may be eliminated by giving the unit j in layer h + 1 
an extra input line with a fixed activity level of I and a weight of _ 8/'''' I. 

The output of a ncuron in any layer other than the input layer (h > 0) is 
a mon01nnic nonlincnr function of its total input and is given as 

"Ir= _ 
• J J. •

J +c -', (26) 

For nodes in the input Inyer, we have y
l
O ""x

l
o, whclc X

I
D is the jth 

comp0ncnt of the input vector clamped at the input layer. 
The least mean sql"ue (LMS) error in output vectors, for a given 

network weight vector w, is defined <IS 

£(w) = ~1"()'JC(w)II -dl.r )2 
J (27)L. 

j. ( 

where y/~(w)  is the state obtained for output node j in layer H in 
input-output case c and dj .( is its desired state specified by the teacher. 
One method for minimization of E(w) is to apply the method of gradient 
descent hy starting with any set of weights and repeatedly updating each 
weight by an amount 

dE
D.l1'h(t) = -~-' +Ct~wh('-I), 

I' dw I' (28) 
J' 

where the positive constant f controls the descent, 0,,;;; a,,;;; 1 is the damp
ing coefficient or momentum, and ( denotes the number of the iteration 
currently in progres,. 

• 
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Using Eqs. (25)-(27), we have 

~E  aE_-_yh(l It) It-I (29)ow.. - ~. I - Yj Y, ' 
/1 YJ 

where 

J E YjIf - d j' for h = H, 
(30)""""iY = dE dYk h 

J { ~ dY" dx W"j' otherwise,
k 

such that units j and k lie in layen; hand h + 1, respectively. The central 
idea is to fin;t use a forward pass for each input-output case c. starting at 
the input neurons, to compute the activity levels of all the neurons in the 
network. Then a backward pass, starting at the output neurons, is used to 
compute the error derivative dE / dYj and back-propagate to enahle weight 
updating until the input layer is reached. 

After a number of sweeps through the training data, the error £(w) in 
Eq. (27) may be minimized. In the testing phase the neural net is expected 
to he able to utilize the information encoded in its connection weights to 
assign the correct output labels for the test vectors that are now clamped 
only at the input layer. 

5. FUZZY EXTENSION TO THE MLP MODEL 

We now discuss, in brief, the fuzzy version of the MLP (reported in 
1I4j), which is capable of representing input in linguistic and/or quantita
tive form and providing output decision in terms of membership values. 
The components of the input vector consist of the membership values to 
the overlapping partitions of linguistic properties low, medium, and high 
corresponding to each input feature. This provides scope for incorporating 
linguistic information in both the training and testing phases of the said 
model and increases its robustness in tackling imprecise or uncertain input 
specifications. During training, supervised learning is used to assign output 
membership values lying in the range (0,1] to the training vectors. The 
back-propagated error has inherently more weightage in case of nodes 
with higher membership values such that the contribution of ambiguous or 
uncertain vectors to the weight correction is automatically reduced. A 
heuristic for gradually decreasing the learning rate and the momentum is 
used to help avoid spurious local minima and usually prevent oscillations 
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of the me,ln square error in the weight space, in the process of eonver
gCTlCe tn a minimum crror solution. 

The det.,ils regarding the input feature reprcsentation in this model (for 
quantitative anu/or linguistic input) is the same as explained earlier in 
Scct ion ]/\ with reference to the fuzzy self-organizing model. The input 
\ector x is represented in the :In-uimensionnl space of Eq. (4). 

.1. ()( '1/'( '{ l"/ ('lOU RFPRi;SI:N7/t nON 

FClr <1n {·class pro!. em domain, the memhership of the ith pattern to 
class C!. I\'ing in the range [0.1] is given as in Eq. (I I). Then for the ith 
input pattnn we dcfine the uesired output of the jth output node as 

rI,=IJ.,(X,). ( :II ) 

where tlJ = In. 1\. During testing. the output of the jth output neuron 
dcn()te~  the inferred mcmhcrship value of a test pa!tern to the jth class. 

Note thaI in the spccial case of classifying the linearly nonseparable 
patterns of Figures 1-3. the weighteu distance Z,t of Eq. (11) between the 
ith p"ttern ;lnd the k Ih class is set to 0 for onc class and to infinity for the 
rem;) ininc. , classc~. Therefore. d I = r-, (X,) = {no t} in such cases. II 

f/ JI'{ /(;{ {/ I 'I'fl nf\(; 

The f of Eg. (2~)  is grauually decreased in discrele steps, taking values 
from the chosen <;et (2. 1.().5.0.~.O.l.n.05.0.01.0.005.0.(){)I). while the mo
mentum faclor (Y i~  ,,1<;0 decre<lscu. Let the various values of f3 he 
indiclted h~'  I'u ~  2. t'l = I..... f" ~  n.flO I such that ", indicates the (j + 1)th 
viiluL' of ". I.et (Yu = 0,<) and (YI = (Y~ = '" = a" = OS Note that a close to 
zero i~  <ivoided hC(;IUSC small v"lue~  of (Yare unahle to prevent unwanted 
oscill<ll ions. We lI~e 

jf 1111'1'( III - kn) - msc( f1I) < 8.i = {' + I. ( 32) 
I. (1therwise. 

where i""'O initially. Ifl=q+ 1. and ()<~~O.OOOl.  Here mse(nt) is the 
me<Jn square crrnr al the end of the nlth sweep through the training sct 
and k 11 i<; a rmil i\T int e~e r sue h I h" t illSI' is sampled at intervals of kn 
sweers, The rroe<;<;s is tcrminated when i > q and "'I = 0.001. At this stage 
the network is said (0 lave converged 10 a good minimum error solution 
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and the corresponding value of nt indicates the number of sweeps re
quired in the process. 

We use two measures of percent correct classification for the training 
set. The output, after a number of updating steps. is considered a perfect 
match if the value of each output neuron yt is within a margin of 0.1 of 
the desired membership value d j • This is a stricter criterion than the best 
match, where we test whether the jth neuron output Y/' has the maximum 
activation when the jth component d of the desired output vector also 

l 
has the highest value, provided Y/, > 0.5. 

6. OTHER NEURAL ALGORITHMS FOR COMPARISON 

I n this section we hriefly describe the salient features of the other 
neural algorithms in the comparison. These models arc based on the MLP 
or its variations and use different techniques for adapting the learning rate 
f3 of Eq. (28). 

/1. McCLi;l.l.AND·S NF:W ERROR MEASURE 

In this method [IR], the total error of Eg. (27) is redefined as 

E(w) = - L In[ 1 - (y/I (w) -dJ,c )2] (33) 
j.r 

such that 

rlE I
 
rlY1 = 1+ (d I - yt ) I - ( rlJ - Y/, ) 

(34)
 

for II = H in Eq. (30). This error derivative is expected to speed up the 
movement of weights that had previously moved slowly because of small 
sigmoid derivatives. Hence in case of output units whose output is at the 
wrong end of the sigmoid {and close to 0 or 0, the weight change increases 
and thereby the learning time is reduced. 

B LEARNING RATE ADAPTED BY ANGLES 

In this scheme proposed by Chan and Fallside [19]. useful information 
about the shape of the energy contour can be learned from the directions 
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of the IOCd I gr<.tdient vector t' £(1) and the weight updates Aw(l - I) and 
j.w(1) using the vector version of Eq. (28). The angle 0(1), giving an 
indication of [he nature of the energy surface during training, is defined as 

cos 0 ( I) = _ vE(t ) ·11w( t - 1) 
II" ..... ~." 1111..... _ .... (35) 

The learning r'ltc is adapted as 

£ ( I) = E ( I - I) (I + !eos 0 ( ( ) ) (36) 

such that E(,) decreases near the rorinc walls when 'TT/2:s;; O( () :s;; 31T/2 
and innca\('\ at the p/a/coIH when O(r) -.0 or 27r. The damping coeffi
cient is m( lLlIficd a\ 

a ( , ) = A( I ) £ ( ( ) , 

where 

A(/)=A(O) II~E(t)1l  

ll~w«(-I)1l  

and 0 ~ A(() ..:; I. This scheme is supposed to reduce oscillations at the 
walls of ·th~  ravine. 

C. ADAPTII 'E ACCELERATiON STRATEGY SSAB 

This is a modification of the strategy reported oy Jacobs [22J. In this 
approach hy Tollcnaerc [20]. (i) every weight w'! has its own individual 
(adaptive) S[Cp sizc £')' (ii) each step size is allowed to vary over time, E,j 

(iii) for each 11")' as long as the w') derivative does not change sign, the 
corresponding £') is increascq, and (iv) when a change in the sign of the 
w,) derivative is detected, (a) the previous weight update is undone and 
then ignored in the momentum term of the following step and (b) the 
corresponding £') is decreased. 

Therefore. 3S long as the weight derivative keeps changing sign. the step 
size is decrc3\cd until 3 step can be done without causing the weight 
derivative to chang.e sign. This method requires a number of local compu. 
tations and is \upposcd to be casier to implemcnl on parallel architecture 
compulers. However, il also involves an increase in the total computational 
overhead in its attempt at increasing the speed of convergence. 

FUZZY VERSIONS OF KOHONEN'S NET AND MLP 

D. SECOND·ORDER WEIGHT CORRECTION FOR SIGMA·PI UNITS 

Considering two clement conjuncts [2], the output of the jth neuron in 
layer h (of Eqs. (25) and (26)] is given as 

h f(~ II-I h-I h-l)	 (37)Yj = J	 ~  wj• i Y. Yj , 
I,k 

where 1;(') is the sigmoidal function. The error derivative corresponding to 
the jth neuron in layer h of Eq. (29) becomes 

__ aE =_yaE lI - 11I - 1	 (38)aWL ax j Y. 
JA'	 I 

such that 

aE aE 
aY = Lie ax. W;,jyJ 

II 
+ 1 for 0 ~h ~H. 

J J, 

Such ncts are expected to result in better performance due to the higher 
order connection weight interactions. However. it should be noted that 
each sweep through the training set involves a much larger number of 
weight updates' and leads to a resultant increase in the computational 
overhead. 

E. LEARNING RATE ADAPTED BY ERROR 

The total error £ of Eq. (27) is used to detennine the learning rate E in 
the method reported by Silverman and Noetzel [21]. When E(/) <E(I -0, 
( is increased additively. On the other hand. when E(l) >E(I - 1), f is 
decreased multiplicatively. This scheme ensures that the decrease is faster 
than the increase. 

There is a potential pitfall in such methods if, in some dimension, the 
energy landscape is such that the gradient never changes [20]. In such 
cases the learning rate may keep growing and the weights may become 
infinitely large. 

F. HEURiSTIC SCALING OF LEARNING RATE 

This technique by Franzini U8] aims to maintain a maximum value of 
learning rate E such that the direction of weight change remains nearly 
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('onstant. Thl: an~h:  hl:tween Ihe error derivative veclor component tI'l;; 
11£/aw" at c)Cb I and (- 1 i!i defined as 

L,./d,,(t- l)d'l(f) 
em. {} = ---r=======~======"7 (3lJ) 

VLt.I[d,/(r-l)rL,./[d,l(f)r 

Thc epsilon-<;ctling. ruk is given as 

f; ( I) = { ~ ( I - I ) {:J t cos (/. if cos 8> 0. 
(40)

~(/-l)t3 . ()th~rwjse,  

\.'11th {:J'""". 1.110.'\ .1Ild I~ ...., 0.1'1. Thi" ruk is supposed to significantly reduce 
the learning time and ;lVl',id local minima (which fixed higher values of ~  

:m.' likely to reach). 

(; FIXED LF..·lRSIA'G RATE 

The conw nt iOllal MLP uses fixed learning rate f [2]. However, it has 
heen pointcu out in [201 that there is an optima! step size region (osr) with 
the interval [f"I" - 81, f"pI + 5, ) for every prohlcm. For all f lying in this 
region, the k;lrning converges reasonahly fast and remains stable. How
ever, one docs not know a priori where the osr is locatcd for a particular 
problem. The width uf thc osr scales with the ahsolute value of f"r [20].

l 

The network sizc and training set seem to influence the osr. 
To overcome the~c  prohlcms. various techniques arc currently being 

used for heuristically ad;1pting the learning ratc E. A few of these schemes 
arc discussc:u in lhi.. seClion. 

1/ Mfto.IMf7.A TlD,\' OF CROSS f.NTROI'Y 

This is a modification of thc fuzzy MLP using the more standard mean 
square error criterion. In this approach [14J. the cross·entropy S is mini
mized during training. We define 

s~  [[ -tl/lny/'-(I-dl)ln(l-y/'}! (41 ) 
1. 1 
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such thai the weight updating of Eq. (2!H is given as 

~w,~' ( f) = - E :S + Cl Aw::(i- I). (42) 
(1 WI' 

Note that 

as as ily, flX I (43)
aw" = rJy/ fiX, aWl' 

from Eq. (29), where 

nS y/' - ell 

iJ y, = yt (1 - y/' ) 

for II = /I. Given a set of training cases, the likelihood of producing exaclly 
the desired vectors is maximized when we minimize the cross ~nlropy  [23J. 
The use of cross entropy also helps to speed up the learning in cases of 
output units that arc close to 0 when they should be close to 1 and vice 
versa. Note that here riS/axj=y/' -dJ• This technique also enables the 
network to allain high values of perfect match. 

7. IMPLEMENTATION PROCEDURE: RESULTS AND 
COMPARATIVE STUDY 

The two fuzzy neural network models [13], [14] have been used to 
classify three sets (A,B,C) of artificially generated linearly nonseparable 
pattern classes involving nonconvex decision regions. These arc depicted in 
Figures )-3 in the two-dimensional space F1-F2 , each set consisting of 880 
pallern points. The training set consists of the pattern vectors in the 
ninc-dimensional (for Kohonen's net) and six-dimensional (for MLP) forms. 
The classification decision regarding the test set is inferred by each trained 
neural network. The neural models were trained on the three sets of 
linearly nonseparable pallern classes in succession, using different network 
as well as training set sizes. Two linearly nonseparable pattern classes ] 
and 2 were considered in each case. The region of no pallem points was 
modeled as the class none (no class). 

The effect of funification at ~he  input, by varying the radius of the 
1T-function corresponding to the linguistic set medium was demonstrated 
for both the models. In the cases of Pattern Sets A and C. the decision 
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region of c1ilss 2 was disjoint and the a priori probability of this class was 
much lower than that of the other classes. For this region, the contribution 
of the a priori probahitities in the error derivatives of the back-propagation 
procedure for weight updating was also investigated. 

In order to demonstr~ e the superiority of the fuzzy neural models, an 
extensive comparison of thcir performance was made with other models. 
Performance of the fuzry MLP has been compared with those of the 
conventionill MLP. the Bayes' classifier, and seven other neural algo
rithms. 13ccausc the self-organizing. fuzzy Kohonen's model has been used 
as a c1a'isificr. its performance has heen compared only with its conven
tional version (used as a classifier) and the Bayes' model. 

A. US/N(; FI-'7])' SF.II· ()RGA NIZA TlON 

Tables 1-3 arc uscd (0 compare the performance on test set (both 
classwisc and ovcrClJl) of different sizes of the fuzzy self-organizing neural 

TABLE 1 

Comp<lri~on  nctwccn recognition ~cores  for various sizes of proposed self.organizing 
neu ral nel array wil h ~  = 0.2. the non fuzzy version of t he model. and the Bayes' 

l'1a~,ificr. u~ing pac"')() on Pal/em Sri A. 

I'rllpO't'lJ FU7JY 
Nonfuzzy

Class III >< I () 14 X 14 10 X 20 20 x 10 10)( 16 14 X 14 Bayes 

1 3J.fl 77.4 72.1 68.2 li5.1i 96.9 100.0
2 449 A7.3 79.6 H77 IiY.3 0.0 20.4

None E~  55.5 40.7 44.4 53.7 4.3 24.0
 
(h·crall 4R.R /)IU
 59.0 Ii 1.7 Ii 1.2 52.1 63.2 

Ti\I"lLE 2 

C(lmp;\ri~on l>ctwecn rCCIl!!nition scores for various sizes of proposed .~elf-organizing  

neural nCI ~rrav with s = 0.2. the non fuzzy version of the model, and the Bayes' 
classifier. u~jng  different values of perc on Pat/em Set B. 

Proposed Fuzzy 
Non fuzzy14 x 14 lox 16 Bayes
 

C1~s~ "I'frt ~n  In
 
18 X 18 J6x 16 

50 10 50 50 50 10 

I 11.1.4 5n iU.{) M.l )1.7 rO.7 38.4 27.3
2 so 5 .10 X 55.A 30.2 40.2 fl. I 340 50.R 

~().4None 71<.1 55.6 Ii3. 5 56.0 Y4.4 72.8 71.9 
Overall 5:\7 (12 R 62.0 51).4 51.5 )3.7 55.955.5 
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TABLE 3 

Comparison between recognition scores for various sizes of proposed self-organizing 
neural net array with $ = 0.2. the nonfuzzy version of the model. and the Bayes' 

classifier. using different values of pen; on Pal/em Sel C. 

Proposed Fuzzy 
Nonfuzzy

\4X 14 16x 16 BayeslOx 10 18x 18 t6 x 16
 
Class '- perc 10 50 10 50 10 50 50 50 10
 

1 43.3 77.3 50.6 82.7 51.7 72.7 53.4 100.0 79.4 
2 39.1 53.8 58.7 19.2 84.7 65.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 

None 81.7 44.5 51.6 55.4 35.8 53.5 72.9 0.0 28.6 

Overall 56.6 64.4 51.5 69.4 48.0 65.5 57.1 58.9 57.0 

net [13] on the three sets of linearly nonseparable patterns A, 8, and C, 
respectively. Various training set sizes were used by randomly choosing 
perc% samples from each representative pattern class. The remaining 
(J 00 - perc)% samples from the original data set were used as the test set 
in each case. We selected fdenom = 0.8 in Eqs. (8) and (9). b = 0.02 in Eq. 
(14), edenom = 100 and a'=0.9 in Eq. (16), kn=lO in Eq. (19), and 
f> = 0.0001 in Eq. (20) after several experiments. 

Comparison was made with the perfonnance of the Bayes' classifier and 
the nonfuzzy version of the network. The standard Bayes' classifier for 
multivariate normal patterns was used with the a priori probabilities 
PI = IC,IIN, where IC.! indicates the number of patterns in the ith class and 
N is the total number of pattern points. The covariance matrices were 
different for each pattern class. The proposed fuzzy models were found to 
result in better performances in all the three cases, considering individual 
c1asswise behavior. It is to be noted that here an n-dimensional feature 
spaee was decomposed into 3" overlapping subregions corresponding to 
the three linguistiC properties. This enabled the model to utilize more local 
information about the feature space [15] and was, therefore. better 
equipped to classify the given linearly nonseparable patterns. This is 
particularly evident on observing the classification efficiency of the non
fuzzy neural model for class 2 (whose recognition score is very poor) in the 
case of all three pattern sets. 

In addition, Table 4 shows a comparison in the classification perfor
mance of the fuzzy ncural model on Pattern Set A using different values of 
the scale factor s of Eq. (12) (during self-organization). Here J = 0.2 is 
found to yield the best results. It may be noted that large values of s resul: 
in a greater dependency on the contextual class information part of the 
input vector during self-organization. Hence during testing (when s - 0) 
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TABLE 4
 

C'.lmp~rl'(111  b<:lwccn rc.:cognilion ~ore~  for various values of ~alc  factur s u~jng  

14 Y 1-1 ,c.:I(.urganiling neural net array with perc = 50 un PailI'm Ser A. 

Scale Factor s 

CIa" 11.1 0.2 O.,l 0.5 1.0 
_._. 

1 70.0 77.-1 66.0 39.1 -10.0 
2 t>IJ.3 67.3 73.4 73.4 9,l.8 

!"lone SH.O 55.5 (>23 51.2 44.4 

()\cr.dl (,5.S ()i~ J t>5.5 47.4 47.6 

Ihe inrul veclor hecomes less complctc, thcrchy leading to a poorer 
recognillon :-.<.:nre on the tesl sel consisting of the input feature informa· 
lion p"rt only. II may he noteJ that () < s < 0.5 appears suitable in this 
coniC"\. 

The fUlly partitioning for Ihe pallern classes along with the hard 
partitiolling of thc output space arc also depicted for each set of patterns. 
Figures 4-(. illuqrate thc outpUI maps generated for Ihe three pattern sets 
A. B. ;lnJ C. respectively. using 50'/(, of the .,,<Imples from each reprcscnla· 
live c1<1s" during sdf·"rganization. In each case, parts (a) and (h) show thc 
fuuy partilloning for classes J and 2 separalely (for the sake of clarity), 
where"s pari (c) give", the h,ud partitioning of Ihe output space <Consider
ing nil da~~c<;).  NOll: that along the horizontal axes each pair of numerals 
denot(,:~  till: locJtjon of ;l single ncuron whereas along the vertical axis one 
numn;li CllrroponJs to ;\ <;ingk m'uronal location. This is done to com· 
pcn<,;lll,.' (m the difference in resolution along the IwO perpendicular axes. 
A comp:lrl"On of 'hese OUlPUI maps with the corresponding original 
patlern ~ch  in Figures J-3 hrings forth the uliJity of the fuzzy neural nel 
in modellOg the given linearly nonseparahlc pattern sets. 

B L'SIS(j /III. I U/./.}' MI./' 

,\ ucl.lIkJ study was made with the fuzzy MLP [14] in the batch mode 
of uptLttini!. Various numhcrs of hidden nodes nl were used in conjunction 
""Ilh diffcn:nr tr;Jining SCi sizes perc% (chosen as explained in Section 6A). 
We selected jde1lonl = O.H in Eqs. (H) and (9) and k.n = 10 and 0 = 0.0001 in 
Eq. (32) after several experimenls. The effect of using a different number 
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h~.  -4. Outrut map generated try 14 x 14 ~lr·organizing neural nel .mav wilh f'Crc = 50
 
and ~  = lJ.2 for Par/em SCI A. (al Fuzzy partitioning for class I; Ih) fUlfy partitioning (or 
C'J~S ~: (c) hard parlilioning of the outpUI space. 

Tanlcs 5 and 6 demonSlratc the effect of using thrcc ano more layersof hidden layers was investigated. The performance of a modified version 
(having III nodes in each hidden layer> and different training sci sizes on of lhe rr(lro~cd  fuzzy MLP Ihat minimizes cross·enlropy (model H) 
Ihe proposed neural ncl (model 0) for lhe lhrce p<ltlcrn Sl:ts (11,8, C). In(reported ill [14]) inste;Ju of the more sland~mJ  me,," square error measure 
Tahle 5 an additional comparison is provided wilh Ihe model H for Pallem(model Ol ha~  al"o heen demonstrated (in the C;'ISC of Pallcm SCI A). 
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Fig. 5. OutpUI m.tp gener,lIeu hy If, X 10 ~c1f·()rg;.tni7ing ncural nct array with pac = SO 
and 5 = n.:! (lr I',mcm .\('1 R. (~) Fuzry p;nlitioning for clas~  I: (n) fuzzy partitioning for 
cla-.s 2; (c) h;lf(l p;Hti\lonml! A the output 'pace. 
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Fig. O. Outpul map generated by 16 X 16 self-organizing neural net array with perc" 50 
and s = 0.2 for Pal/em Set C. (a) Fuzzy partitioning for class 1; (Il) fuzl)' pJrtitioning for 
class 2; (e) hard partitioning of the output space. 
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Tt\BLE 5
 

Co mr;\fi"on in 01llrll1 rcrformance for \';lriou~ ~izc, of the propo,cd neural nCl model.
 
h~\'lOg /PI nodes per hidden layt'r <lnd u"ing different values of perc, with model H
 

for ('oll/'m SN A.
 
- 
Model 0 Model H 

I..-'lycr" J .'1 4 4 4 4 5 5 3 4 4 4 

{)('TC 10 ~O to 10 10 50 10 50 10 10 10 50 
Nod .." III 1(, If, 17 III 14 IQ II II 16 III 19 19 
lk<;t h ("; I 100 ~7.7 10(1. WO, IlXl. 91<. 100. 95.7 lIH.lI QR.Q 100. 91\. 
Perfect I,I',) 16.1 IX.7 (,t). 77. X1.6 51" 7,\.n 70. 66.7 9H.lJ lJ5,4 84.1 
nJ~C .(K))o( 046 .OOS .OOJ ,002 .01 (, .004 .(12:\ .01(, J)(lJ .0007 .011 

Te"! 
nl.*fi;C/ 

CI ;'I'" I (r;) 
CI ;1« 2 (r'; ) 

N<)nc (';) 

.0(,(, 
c)(l.S 

H(,..' 
:-<5.:: 

.n75 
'11.7 
4(,.4 

~(,.4 

.112 .O(,S 
XI'.1 41.:1 
67. (,9.] 

73S 1\4.2 

()67 
()J.2 

71.6 
1\2.4 

.02x 
Y5.fl 
<) I.H 
liD. 7 

.01'6 
46.1 
59.1 
76.:' 

.042 
94.J 
8.1.f> 
90.7 

.071 
91.1'1 
1\4.1 
7R.7 

.124 
92

68.2 
61.5 

.Of> 
9].7 
7f>.1 
83.5 

.oJ 
95." 
R7.7 
9U 

~'l'r:"1  I (r, \ ~·".I  1';4 X XO.4 1\('.2 1\6.4 9.'1.4 H4.7 91.H H6. ) 7R2 Hi!. 9].2 

Tt\IH.1-.6 

Olltf'lll rnfMIll.IfKl' f<lr \'MI<lII< ,ill" or the rrnro'ccl ncur:Jl net model. h:lvin~ m 
n, ,dc, pl'r 11Iddcll I.,\'('r :ll1d U'Ill!! dlfkn:l\l value' (If prTl'. Oil I'ollem Sr!J n ,ll1d C. 

l'aHem .\"'/ n I'(l/N'm SCi C 

I .1\ " , .. \ \ 4 .j <; 5 J 1 4 4 5 5---_._. - -- - - -_.- _.~ 

,),'"., 1(1 'II III "l III '0 10 '0 III 50 10 '0 
N"dl''''' '" II II II 14 1·1 \-1 1\ 1\ I~  12 I' 1\ 
n(.'(l I., f~,  ) lll(t "(f.f. (,q 1, I),) (~1'"1 11111 11111 1>7.'1 1110 97.' 11111 'II> h 
Pt·ffl·c. I I' (', • A~ , I.~  I (,1'1 .~7 ~  ,~ 2 7,,(,""'.co 110 II n.1> 7') , hll ~  
nr ~c  nOI)'" II D~(, ""0-1 1l1lllX (I 1111' 11005 (l1J()~  II I") 0 Ilin 0 II~~ n 1I11~  11/12(, 

TC'1 
mfi/, II fI"':" 111'1' Olill II IJ~ 1 Oil'" 00'7 n 1-1.' n lnX 0.11>2 0042 O.ll'I7 00'1> 
('I:, ...... t f',.) 1,< II '11 7 .~x , '11>.-1 1<7 ()~'17 .' Il.' I) 1110 797 '15.7 R~.  

('I., ....... ~ (' l , 1 I,X 77 7 'II 7 HI) 7 I).j X H.j H II ~H.2  X4 h 71.7 9~  , , , I q"P,'\" ( "J II .'<'tIJ "'i'\ 1, "7~ f'I I!I X <I) , II <>27 X7.1 HI. I>,~'l  

Oq: r.tll t I', I '- 1 I ., \ I X.1 ., III I .\ \ 2 111 .~ 7' -1 'I{ I) 70 7 1)2. XII l'~.t)  

.'-le( ,-1. Thl' /1('r(('('/ IIII1!ch (I. h('\( II/(I(ch h. and II/('(/n squar(' error 1115(' 

cnrrc'p(llld I(l lhe lr;lining ~et.  where,ls the remaining'measures refer to 

Ihc ll'q '-\'1. Tahir :; dcrnollqralc~ ll~ing ['aI/em ScI/I Ihat model H alway~ 

c\)f)\'~'r~~'d  1\) ;\11 ;lrpr~'(i;lhl:v hctkr !}('r(cc/ I/1l1leh ,l~ comraretl to the 
COrre"[1nIHlin,e ''l'r,joll of model n. 

FUZZY VERSIONS OF KOHONEN'S NET AND MLP 

C. FUZZIFICATION AT THE INPUT 

The effect of varying the amount of fuzziness of the input vector was 
investigated for both fuzzy models [131, [14]. The input feature infonnation 
is given in the 3n-dimensional space of Eq. (4) in terms of the linguistic 
property sets low, medium, and high. The 7T-functions that represent these 
properties are defined by the radius A and center c values given by Eqs. 
(7)-(9). . 

Varying A",o/lll", while keeping A/ow and fixed thy Eqs, (8) andA- hJXh 

(9»), one can alter the overlapping among the three 7T-functions. Let 
An".,Jlllm = [nos * Amrd,um' where [nos = 1 for the value of Amrd,um given by 
Eq. (7), As we decrease [nos, the radius A",rdiu", decreases around e",rd,um 
such that ultimately there is insignificant overlapping between the T-func
lions medium and low or medium and high. This implies that certain 
regions along the feature axis Fj go underrepresented such that 
J..I.ln~(F,/X),  J..I.mrdlu"'(F,}X), and J..I.hIXh(F,JX,) attain small values. Note 
that the particular choice of values of the As and cs by Eqs. (7)-(9) ensure 
that for any pattern point X, along ~,  at least one of J..I.lnw(F,JX,), 

J..I.mrd'Um(F)X), and J..I.h'~h(F)X)  is greater than 0.5 [14]. On the other 
hand. as we increase fnos the radius A",rdiu", increases around cmrdium 
such that the amount of overlapping between the 7T-functions increases. 

T<lblcs 7 and 8 demonstrate the performance of the fuzzy Kohonen's 
net and the fuzzy MLP, respectively, with different values of [nos on 
Pal/em Set A. Kohanen's model was implemented on a 14 X 14 array using 
perc = 50 whereas Ihe MLP used one hidden layer that had 17 nodes with 
perc = 10. This was done to maintain uniformity with the results of Tables 
I and 5, respectively. It was observed that for the Kohonen's model 
0.8 <[nos < 1.2 gave good results whereas the MLP generated good perfor
mance for 0.7 <fnos < 1.2. This implies that the amount of overlapping 
signified by Eqs. (7)-(9) [14] indicated the most suitable choice of the 

TABLE 7 

Effeet of varying fuuiness of input features for fuzzy Kohonen's model using 
14 X 14 array with perc = 50 on Pallem Set A. 

fnos 

Cla~~ 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 

1 fi7.R 700 67.8 80.8 77.4 60.0 58.7 43.9 
2 55.1 53.0 59.1 77.5 673 6':1.2 81.6 91.8 
None 45.6 42.6 53.7 5J7 55.5 SR.O 53.7 5R.0 

Overall t 58.2 5R.O 61.6 70.S 68.3 59.6 59.4 54.4 
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TABLE H 

Effecl of varYing. fuzzincs~ of input features for three-layered fuzzy MLP m\"ldel 
using m = 17 hidden nodes with perc = 10 on Paltem Set A. 

fnos 

(I.() 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 

Best h (rr) 94 ..1 91'<.9 100. 100. 100. 100. 100. 100. 100, 100. 
Perfect {' (r,.) 21.9 0.0 541 18.4 :145 30.8 17..1 46.0 21.9 19.6 
ms(' ll.O:W 0.019 0.006 O.OOR n.OOfl O,()(lfl 0.007 0.005 0.008 0,012 

Teq 
m'\c, 0.11.' n.092 C!.Ofl8 0.07:1 O.07fl n.on 0.099 OJ194 0.128 O. D 1 
Class 1 (r; 1 H5.0 <x1,5 90.R RX,4 RQ.] Rti.7 87.9 Rfl.O 78.9 Rn.4 
Class 2 (r;; 75.0 fl9.J 00.2 ti7.0 75.0 73.8 57.9 04.7 57.9 54.5 
None ("'r) 69.7 75.4 890 86.6 84.5 91.0 83.8 81.7 78.3 09.4 

Over:"l, (';) 71-1 1 I'<~  8 I'n.7 1'5.1 H6.n H6.8 IU.l IQ.1 7fl,4 76.ft 

values of the As and cs. very large or very small amounts of overlapping 
among the linguistic properties of the input feature are found to be 
undesirah1c. 

D COMP/lRISON OF OTIIER NEURAL ALGORITHMS 

A comparison was made among several layered neural net models 
(variations of MLP) mentioned in the following text, using the same 
number of hidden nodes as well as the same set of initial random weights 
as in the corresponding proposed fuzzy model 0 [14]. This enabled a more 
appropriate comparison in performance of the various models. It was 
observed that the overall performance of the fuzzy model was better, 
e~peciallv  considering the fewer numocr of sweeps <through the training 
set) required in the process of convergence. The other models compared 
here usc (i) McClelland's new error measure reported in [18] (model M), 
(ii) learning ratc adapted by anglcs [19] (model C), (iii) adaptive accelera
tion strategy SSAB [20] (model A). which is a modification over the 
strategy reported in [22], (iv) second-order weight correction for sigma-pi 
units [2] (model $), (v) learning rate adapted by error (21) (model P), (vi) 
heuristic scaling of learning ratc [18] (model F), and (vii) the conventional 
fixed learning rate [2] (model R). 

The ahove-mcntioned models were modified to incorporate fuzzy lin
f:ui<;tic value,; in the ~n-dimcnsional  input space of Eg. (4) to facilitate a 
m0re <luthcntic comparison with the proposed fuzzy model O. The objec
tive W<l~ mainly to demonstrate the utility of the heuristic adaptation of the 

learning rate E by Eq. (2). However, model M (using a different error 
measure) and model S (using a different network architecture) were 
compared incorporating the same scheme (as model 0) for adapting E. 

The performance of the traditional nonfuzzy version of the MLP (model 
0'), using the same learning rate variation scheme as model 0, was also 
studied. 

Tables 9-11 compare the performance of the fuzzy neural network on 
the three pattern sets (A, B,C) with the various other models previously 

TABLE 9 

Comparison between output performance of various three-layered neural models 
on Pattern Set A using m = 17 hidden nodes with pert: = 10. 

Model 

R 

0 E = 2.0 E = 1.0 E = 0.5 E = 0.3 E = 0.1 P C M F A S 0' 

Bc~t  h (0H 100. 70.2 100. 911.9 96.6 711.2 100. 100. 100. 50.6 77. 9J.l 73.6 
Perfect p (o/r) 34.5 O. 9,2 2.3 1.2 10.4 4.6 15. 5.11 O. 11.5 11.5 3.5 
m<~ 0.006 0.064 0.013 0.015 0,023 0.081 0,0230.0180.0080.1620.109 0.06 0.096 

Tc~t 

mft'"l 0.076 0.13 0.0114 0.0117 0.087 0.132 0.09 0.01180.1190.1610.1690.120.119 
Cla~~  1 (o/r) 8'l.) 94.7 86.4 89.1 90.3 8·4,3 95.9 ~.l'>  86.2 9'l. 53.11 87.2 9H 
CI.. , 2 (lk) 75. 4.5 76.1 81.8 45.4 31.8 76.1 64.7 50. 7.9 21.1\ 82.9 0.0 
None (r,) 84.5 78.7 81.1 77.3 84,2 69.4 70.1 81.4 76.3 46. 79.7 64.2 72.1 

Nel/(""') !l6. 78.11 83.3 84. 83.1 73. 84.2 113.3 711.5 69.5 59.7 78.3 77.5 

TABLE 10 

Comparison hetween output performance of various three-layered neural models 
on Pattern Set Busing m" 11 hidden nodes with pert: = 10. 

Model 

0 P C M F A S O' 

Besl b (%) 100. 97.7 94.3 100. 61. 60.9 100. 87.4 
Perfect p (%) 62.1 35.7 18.4 28.8 O. 2.3 47.2 1.2 
mse 0.007 0.018 0.039 0.007 0.133 0.113 0.007 0.Q78 

Test 
nISe, 0.088 0.105 0.121 0.099 0.174 0.142 0.076 0.152 
Class I ('70) 78.6 83.1 85. 83.6 55.7 65.6 82.1 47.7 
elm 2(%) 84. 78.8 64.5 74.3 36. 32. 89.7 72.0 
Nonc{%) 84.9 81. 79.3 84.4 78.1 88.9 84.6 82.0 

Overall I (%) 83.1 81.1 77.5 81.9 63.1 70.5 85.1 71.1 
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T/\III.F 11 

(\'r.1p;lr"[lI' h<:I\\<:<:1\ [\IIIP\11 rcrformanec llf v"rinlls lhree·l;lycrco neural models 
111\ /\(I(I{,17I S('I C IISI"/? 111 = n hidden nodes wil h peTC = 10. 

Model 

() p C M F /\ S 0' 

Beq n(C;) J(IO. 9.\ I ~:U  100. 70.1 R2.R 100. 71.\ 
Perfecl T' (r; ) ~2 ~ 19,(, 0 J.I.4 10,4 Y.2 10.4 HI 

[I [In:-! O.(J.J9 0.04\ O.OOY O. 1I fJ 1I.0W, 0.011 0.1114'" <(' 

Te~1 

'nrc, 0.\.1.1 n.I.19 0.[4 0.14\1 O. 1(,2 n. \(,~  0.111 0.1(, 
CI<l<'~ I (C;) ~.1  [) X~ 4 1<4.X 79.7 I<~. n.') 90.1 1<7.1 
CIi1<;~ ~ (r;) ,s-l ~ () n. O. n.'11 ..' 67.4 O. 
None 1(';) ~<>.S  70.11 (,(j. I) (,I.fJ SO.l 27. 1) 4S.R 51.6 

Over;111 , (C'; 1 7~  J 7~ J 74 (, 74. 117.X (,d.7 73.2 (,9.6 

mentioned. c!loosing m nodes in Ihe single hidden layer and IO%- of 
training samplee; from each representative class. The choice of In was 
made <ICIer e;evcral runs with different numher of hidden nodes. Best 
results v,,'ere ohtained with m = 17. II. and 13 for pattern sets A, B, and C. 
respectivcly. In all three cases the nonfuzzy model 0' gave poorer results. 
Thie; is particularly evident on ohscrving the very poor recognition score 
for class 2 in the case of Pallem Scr~  A and C. It may he noted that the usc 
of fuzzy linguie;tic inputs caused the n-dimensional feature space (as in 
model 0') to he decomposed into )'[ overlapping subregions corresponding 
to the three primary rrorerties. As mcntioned before. this enahled the 
fuzzy model to utilizc more [ncal information ahout the feature space and 
wae;. therefore. hcttcr equipped to handle the linearly nonseparable P,lt
lern clas~c<;  thal hav<.: concave decision regions. 

/\11 models lexcert M and S that terminated hy the criterion proposed in 
Eq. 02>] were run for the same nllmher of sweeps as required hy the 
wrrl'srl)[ltlin~  modd 0 hefore convergence. This allllWcd us 10 <lssess the 
qatu~  of thc othcr models at the lime when model 0 converged after 
having e;lartet! from the same set of initial connection weights and then 
h;lving hcen tr,lined with tl,c same set of pelttern points. In this connection, 
it is worth mentioning that the recognition score depends on the terminat
ing point of the algorithm as well as on the heuristic used for learning rate 
\·;1ri;llion. Howe\'er. when a neural algorithm convergc~  to a reasonably 
gO('ld solution over ;\ ,mailer numher of sweeps through the training set, 
this is intllclti\l: of its efficiency. Hence. the comparison provided with the 
other al~orithme;  in Tahlc<; 'J-11 (u<;ing the same terminating point and 
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uniform input representation), with different heuristics for adapting the 
learning rates, helps to bring out the utility of the scheme proposed in [l4] 
for model O. Further. it is to be noted that model S involves a larger 
number of connection weights (second-order connections) as compared to 
all other models used here. Therefore, a certain number of sweeps in case 
of model $ entail a much larger number of weight updates (increased 
computational overhead) as compared to the other models. Note that 
investigations regarding model R have been reported in detail with respect 
to Pal/em Sct A only (in Table 9 and Figure 8) because it uses a constant 
learning rate that is very much problem dependent. 

On the whole, the performance of model 0 over Pal/em Set C was 
ob~ervcd to be poorer than that of its performance over the other two 
pattern sets. This is perhaps an indicator of the more difficulr nature of the 
prohJcm in the case of PQlfCm Set C. Comparing the results from Tables 
9-1 I, we conclude that model 0 gave consistently good performances over 
all three of the linearl:v nonseparable pattern sets. On the other hand. the 
hehavior of lhe olher models varied over the same three ca'es. 

Figures 7-10 illustrate the variation of the mean square error of the 
various layered neural net models during training with the number of 
sweeps. using perc = 10, over the three linearly nonseparable pattern sets 
(A. 8. C). All models (except $) were assessed by their status up to the 
sweep number when the corresponding three-layered model 0 converged. 
Figure 7 shows the results of using variations of three-layered nets with 
m = 17 over Pal/em Set A. We observe that in the case of model S (e) the 
mse decreased ve ry rapidly in the initial stages, but stabilized to 0.06 after 
around 60 sweeps. On the other hand, models 0 (a), C (c). and P (d) 
exhibited similar behavior in the early stages with the mse of model 0 
falling more rJpidly after around 125 sweeps to an ultimate low value of 
0.006. Model $ !erminated at around 190 sweeps, as indicated by the arrow 
along the abscissa. Note that this corresponds to a larger number of weight 
updates as compared to the corresponding stage in the other models. The 
mse for model M (b) decreased rapidly from an initial high value to a 
satisfactory final value that was lower than those obtained by models C 
and P. which incidentally behaved better initially. Oscillations were evident 
for models P and A (f) in the process of convergence. Models A (f) and F 
(g) behaved rather poorty. 

Figure R demonstrates the results of using three-layered models R with 
E = 2 (0. 1 (c). 0.5 (d), 0.3 (e), O. t (g), and model 0 (b) with m = 17 nodes 
on Pattem Sct A. It is seen that model 0 (b) had the best overall behavior. 
nlthough (d (d). Clnd (e) also exhibited satisfactory performance. However, 
a four-layered version of model 0 (a) with m = 19 converged to a lower 
fin"l vel!ue of nul' over a fewer number of sweeps through the training set. 
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Fig. 7, ('omp;\ri<,(\n (If the variation of mean ~quarc  error with thc numncr of ~weep~  

for the \ arlO\!<' thrcl'·lavcrcd neural net m()ue\~  (u,ing III = 17 and perc = 1m over 
!'Ill/en! Sct .·1 (,\) ~{\lkl  0: (hI model 1\1: Ie) model C: (d) model P: (c) model S: (0 

mllllcl ,\: (!!) moud r·. 

Howevcr thi, cntaikd a larger Ilumher of weight updatcs. Thc rcsults of 
Figurc' 7 and X may he compmed with those of Tahle 9 for a hcttcr 
under,tandinp. of thc hehavior of the various ncural models. Note that as 
reported ill (20). Ihl' choice of thl' :lppropriatc valuc of E is very much 
prohlem dependent. Here lies the ad\'<lntagc of choosing adaptive algo
rithms for v<lryin!! the tc'lrning rate, 

In rigure q wc depict thc rcsults of using variations of the layered 
neural network models on Pa(/cm Sct n, The four-layered version of modcl 
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Fig, 8. Comparison of the variation of mean square error with the number of sweeps 
with pl'r, = 10 over Paf/em Set A between three-layercd (m = 17 hidden nodes) models 
R with f = 1.0 (d. 0.5 (d). 0.3 (c>. 0,2 (f). 0.1 (g) and (b) model 0, A four-layered version 
of 0 with m = 19 is givcn (a). 

o (a) with m = 14 did not give superior results as compared to its 
thrce-Iayered counterpart (c) with m = 11. This may also be verified from 
Table 6. All other models used three layers with m = 11 hidden nodes. The 
mse for model S(b) initially decreased rather rapidly and finally stabilized 
10 a low value at around 100 sweeps. The arrow along the abscissa marks 
the point of termination of this algorithm. Model P (d) had a satisfactory 
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Fig I.J (<Illlr.,rl'{'n of 111<: '.;H1"liDn {,f m~;ln  'quarL' crrnI wllh the numh~I of "\L'Cr~  

for \,Jr,oll' I.JI,·I,·U nL'IlI,1I nel m,'uL'I, \\llh II,'/"(' = lil mL'r I'I/llen! Sct 8. (~l  Four·I~\L'rcd  

\n~Hln  01 01<,<1,,10 \\Jlh IJI ~  1-1. Thr~c·1;l\·;tr~u n~l\\ork~ wllh JIJ = II for (hl model S, 
tel nwud O. Iu) mtllkl 1'. (c) m{IJ~1  ~1.  (I) mood C. (!!) mouL'1 f\. and (hl mood F. 

L)ver,t11 rl'(fl)rmanc~. l-l<mC\'L'r. models C (f) and M (cl resulted in a findl 
Luger \·;t1u..: of mIt' .il lamination. O~cillaliom.  wcrc cvident for model A 
(g) ~hcr..:.l'  moucl r (h) fared lhc wnr~l.  The~c  results may he compared 
with Iho"e of Tahle 10. 

I"I~url' )(1 dlll"!r;IIL'''' (he rL' ...ulh llr u ... ing differellt layered neur;1i nel· 
~ork  \ ,111.1(1,11\ ... Oil !'W(('17I S,'/ C. The four'!;lyered n:r...ion of model 0 (;d 
wil h 111 ~ I ~ ).:;1 ~ l' I tiL' l(l\~  e't fi n;d \',11 uC of IIIW. ;\11 ot he r model" used 
1hree I;I~": r... \\ II h III = 1J hidden nolie'. The Ihre e-Iaye red version of mode I 
o (h) !J;IJ ;1 ~()()d ()\eral1 performance. Model, P (c). C (d), and M (c) had 
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!-It:. 10. C:omfl~rl~on of the VarialH.lO of mean 5quar~  error WIth Ihe numncr of sweep, 
lor VMIOU~  layereo neural net models with perc ~  10 Over palll!m Sel C. (~) Four-layered 
\U'Ion of model 0 with nr = 12. Three.layered network~  with m ~  tJ for (b) moocl 0, 
k) model M. (d) model C. (c) model P. (f) mood A. ... nd (g) mou~1  F. 

similar final mse values (at termination) that were high\;[ than that of 
model O. Models M Cd and A (0 exhibited a lot of oscillations in the 
process of convergence. The mse value for Jr.' del M was initially rather 
high, but finally decreased somewhat after around 350 sweeps. Both 
models A (f) and F (g) behaved rather poorly. All results of this figure may 
he compared with those of Table 11. 

r CONIH.IlJUl ION OF A PRIORI Cl.AS~·  INFORMA nON FOR 
IJAC}\·"ROPAGA nON 

It may be noted from Figures 1 and 3 that the a priori probability for 
cla~s 2 in the case of Pal/em Sets A and C is very low as compared to that 
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of the other two classc .... Therefore. the contribution of class 2 pattern 
vectors toward weight correction of the MLP (positioning of the decision 
surface) by Eqs. (28)-DO) is much smaller relative to the contribution of 
the other cases. This makes the non fuzzy model 0', with its n-dimensional 
input space. unahle to recognize test patterns from class 2 in case of 
Parrem Sets A ;md C (as or-served from Tables 9 and I)}. 

In order to take into account this fact, an error correction term is 
introduced in Eg. C\()). The modified equation becomes 

fIE = (,.11 _d )" f( J - PI)' for h = If, (44)
(1.\', . , f 

where PI = le,lIN is the a priori probability of class C
I 

and I indicates the 
number of patlcrn classes. The correction term ensures that the lower the 
value of p" the higher is its contribution in positioning the decision 
surface. 

Table 12 demonstrates the effect of Eg. (44) to the back-propagation 
procedure of the MLP in improving the performance of the model in the 
case of Pallcm Sets A and C. Note that this modification is effective in the 
case of pattern clasc;es that have widely varying a priori probabilities. The 
use of the multiplicative factor serves to counteract the insignificant 

TABLE 12 

Compari~()n hC'!wC'en the OUlput performance of three-layered nOllfuuy (0') and
 
fuuy (01 ncuf,1I m(ldl'l~ with their corre"'ponding cxten~ions  (using a priori probability
 

contrih111ion~)  O~  and Or on Patrem SCIS A and C. using m hidden
 
nodes and perc = 10.
 

Pallcnr SCI A (m = 17) Pallem Sel C (m ~  13) 

0' 0'
I' ° Or 0' 0'

I' 0 01' 

Be,! b (0/,) 

Perfect p (r{ ) 
13.6 
.15 

72.5 
C).a 

100. 
345 

100. 
1.2 

77.1 
8.1 

86.2 
5,8 

100. 
32.2 

100. 
41.4 

mse Q()<)6 0.094 0.006 0.008 0.104 0.06 0.008 0.006 

Teq 
rtl~r,  () 11<) fl. I~5  0076 o.m~  0.J6 0.145 0.143 0.135 
Cla~s  1 (r;) '17.11. 95.9 119 ..1 K7.4 87.1 R91 83.9 80.9 
Cia,s:' (r;) (] .n ~5.4 75.0 7.<'8 0.0 40.9 84.8 76.0 
None (r;) 7: I 'i7() 84.5 88..1 51.6 59.1\ 59.5 69.9 

Overall { (r; ) 77.5 76.0 86.0 86.2 69.6 no 75.4 76.8 
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contribution (to weight correction and hence to the positioning of the 
decision surface) of a pattern class that has very few samples. 

Models 0;, and 0" refer, respectively, to the variations of the three
layered models 0' (nonfuzzy) and 0 (fuzzy) using the contribution of the 
a prior probabilities. Each network used m hidden nodes with perc = 10 
training samples chosen from each pattern class. Note that the recognition 
score of class 2 patterns improved radically for both Pattern Sets A and C 
in case of model 0;,. The performance on the whole was superior in the 
case of both models 0;, and 0/, (relative to models 0' and O. respectively) 
in the case of Pal/ern Set C (involving more complicated decision regions). 
The relative improvement was always more noticeable in the case of model 
0;, (the nonfuzzy version). 

H. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 

The effectiveness of using fuzzy versions of the Kohonen's net [13J and 
the MLP [14] in classifying certain linearly nonseparable pattern classes 
with nonconvex decision regions has been demonstrated. It may be noted 
that such patterns cannot be properly classified by the Bayes' classifier for 
normal distributions or other metric-based methods. The components of 
the input vector of these fuzzy models [13]. [14] consist of the membership 
values to the overlapping partitions of linguistic properties low. medium, 
and high corresponding to each input feature. The use of linguistic inputs 
enables an n-dimensional feature space to be decomposed in 3" overlap
ping subregions such that more local information of the feature space can 
be used. On the other hand, the neural models help in generating the 
required concave and/or disconnected decision regions. The fusion of 
these concepts, therefore, enabled the fuzzy neural models to provide a 
superior performance in classifying the given linearly nonseparable pattern 
sets of Figures 1-3. The effect of fuzzification at the input. by varying the 
radius of the rr-function corresponding to the linguistic set medium, was 
demonstrated for both models, The contribution of the a priori probabili
ties of the pattern classes in the back-propagation procedure for weight 
updating was seen to be effective in classifying patterns from classes with a 
Iowa priori probabilities. 

Performance of the fuzzy MLP was compared with those of the conven
tional MLP. the Bayes' classifier, and seven other neural algorithms. 
Because the self-organizing fuzzy Kohonen's model was used as a classi
fier. its performance was compared only with its conventional version 
(used as a classifier) and the Bayes' model. Similar work has also been 
done on Indian Telugu vowel data, but has not been reported here due to 
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.... paee limitalil1il ..... II Ill;l\' hc noted that thc fuzzy ~clf-organizing  moucl 
u~cd  partial 'urL'r'Yi .... ion. with, > n. during ~e1f-organizati()n.  On the olhcr 
h;lnd. thc fll7l\' J\1LP was fully supervised during training, This accounts 
for the comr;lrati\'cly hetter performance of the fuzzy MLP as compared 
to that of the: fuzzy 'elf·organizing network (with hoth models being used 
;1<; ela~<;ificr') Thi .... m;I\' :1lso hc verified hy comparing Tahles ::; and 0 (fuzzy 
1\ 11 1'1 \\ 1\ h l,lI\k, I ,~(IUII\'  ,e:II-mg;lllil.ing nctw\lrk). 
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